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The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in great morbidity and mortality

worldwide and human genetic factors have been implicated in the

susceptibility and severity of COVID-19. However, few replicate researches

have been performed, and studies on associated genesmainly focused on genic

regions while regulatory regions were a lack of in-depth dissection. Here, based

on previously reported associated variants and genes, we designed a capture

panel covering 1,238 candidate variants and 25 regulatory regions of

19 candidate genes and targeted-sequenced 96 mild and 145 severe

COVID-19 patients. Genetic association analysis was conducted between

mild and severe COVID-19 patients, between all COVID-19 patients and

general population, or between severe COVID-19 patients and general

population. A total of 49 variants were confirmed to be associated with

susceptibility or severity of COVID-19 (p < 0.05), corresponding to

18 independent loci. Specifically, rs1799964 in the promoter of

inflammation-related gene TNF, rs9975538 in the intron of interferon

receptor gene IFNAR2, rs429358 in the exon of APOE, rs1886814 in the

intron of FOXP4-AS1 and a list of variants in the widely reported 3p21.31 and

ABO gene were confirmed. It is worth noting that, for the confirmed variants,

the phenotypes of the cases and controls were highly consistent between our

study and previous reports, and the confirmed variants identified between mild

and severe patients were quite different from those identified between patients

and general population, suggesting the genetic basis of susceptibility and

severity of SARS-CoV-2 infection might be quite different. Moreover, we

newly identified 67 significant associated variants in the 12 regulatory

regions of 11 candidate genes (p < 0.05). Further annotation by RegulomeDB

database and GTEx eQTL data filtered out two variants (rs11246060 and

rs28655829) in the enhancer of broad-spectrum antiviral gene IFITM3 that

might affect disease severity by regulating the gene expression. Collectively, we

confirmed a list of previously reported variants and identified novel regulatory

variants associated with susceptibility and severity of COVID-19, which might
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provide biological and clinical insights into COVID-19 pathogenesis and

treatment.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), an infectious disease

caused by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2) (Zhu et al., 2020), has spread worldwide, resulting

more than 460 million infections and six million deaths up to

16 March 2022 (https://covid19.who.int/). The occurrence and

clinical outcomes of COVID-19 have been revealed great

heterogeneity, ranging from insensitive, asymptomatic, mild,

moderate to severe, critical or even death (Wu and

McGoogan, 2020). Host factors such as age, gender,

comorbidities were reported to be associated with this

heterogeneity (Zhou et al., 2020a; Richardson et al., 2020).

Host genetic variants might also affect susceptibility and

severity of coronavirus infection, as indicated by previous studies

of SARS, Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and

emerging studies of COVID-19 (Di Maria et al., 2020). The

first genome-wide association study (GWAS) of COVID-19

reported two severity-associated loci in Italians and Spanish:

the 3p21.31 locus containing several immune genes and ABO

locus determining ABO blood groups (Ellinghaus et al., 2020).

The COVID-19 Host Genetics Initiative (HGI) was established to

bring together global effort to elucidate the role of host genetic

factors in susceptibility and severity of the SARS-CoV-2 virus

pandemic (Initiative, 2020). However, current reported genetic

studies of COVID-19 are mainly based on European populations.

Whether these findings could apply to other populations was

unknown.

Besides GWAS studies, several candidate gene studies

indicated that certain variants in the type I interferon (IFN)

pathway genes and SARS-CoV-2 receptor/coreceptor genes were

associated with susceptibility and severity of COVID-19 (Zhang

et al., 2020a; Benetti et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020b; Kuo et al.,

2020; Latini et al., 2020; Novelli et al., 2020). For example,

rs12252, variant of IFITM3, was reported to be associated

with severe COVID-19 (Zhang et al., 2020b). Many rare loss-

of-function variants in IFN-pathway genes such as TLR3, IRF3,

IRF7, IFNAR1, and IFNAR2 were identified to be associated with

severe COVID-19 through impairing IFN immunity (Zhang

et al., 2020a). Furthermore, in the ACE2 and TMPRSS2 genes,

receptor and coreceptor gene for SARS-CoV-2 respectively,

certain variants showed significantly different allele

frequencies between COVID-19 patients and general

population (Benetti et al., 2020; Latini et al., 2020; Novelli

et al., 2020). However, these studies only focus on the genic

region. The regulatory regions of these important genes are a lack

of attention. Variants in regulatory regions, especially enhancers,

could disrupt regulatory function, affect gene expression and

thus contribute to susceptibility and severity of virus infection (Li

et al., 2017; Downes et al., 2021). Therefore, it is necessary to pay

more attention to variants in enhancers of important genes.

Here, we incorporated results of previous studies and

designed a capture panel covering previously reported

associated variants and regulatory regions of key genes. Using

this panel, we targeted sequenced 96 mild and 145 severe

COVID-19 patients. Genetic association analysis was

conducted between mild and severe cases as well as ancestry-

matched populations from 1000 Genomes Project. A list of

previously reported associated variants was confirmed and two

variants in the enhancers of IFITM3 genes that might affect

disease severity by regulating the gene expression were newly

identified, which will lead to a better understanding of the host

genetic factors at play in COVID-19.

Materials and methods

Study participants and recruitment

This study included 241 hospitalized COVID-19 patients

recruited from Huoshenshan hospital at Wuhan city, Hubei

province, China between 11 January 2020 and 11 March 2020.

COVID-19 was diagnosed based on chest computed tomography

(CT) manifestations and/or reverse transcription-polymerase

chain reaction (RT-PCR) following the criteria of the New

Coronavirus Pneumonia Prevention and Control Program

(5th edition). In this study, the mild COVID-19 patients were

those with no obvious clinical symptoms or with fever,

respiratory symptoms, and radiological evidence of

pneumonia. The severe COVID-19 patients were those having

at least one of the following conditions: respiratory distress,

respiratory rate ≤30 beats/minute; mean oxygen

saturation ≤93% in a resting state; arterial blood oxygen

partial pressure/oxygen concentration ≤300 mm·Hg;

respiratory failure and requiring mechanical ventilation;

shock; and admission to intensive care unit (ICU) with other

organ function failure. Classifications of COVID-19 severity were

taken as the worst classification during the patient’s hospital stay.

The clinical characteristics of the patients were extracted

from the electronic medical records. We collected three broad

classes of characteristics: 1) demographic variables (age, sex, and

ethnicity); 2) symptoms (fever and diarrhea); and 3) comorbid
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conditions (hypertension, diabetes, cardiac disease, chronic

bronchitis, chronic liver disease, chronic obstructive

pulmonary disease, cerebrovascular disease, and cancer).

The Ethics Committee of Huoshenshan Hospital approved

the study (HSSLL036). Given the urgency of the COVID-19

pandemic, the need for informed consent was waived by the

ethnics boards of the hospital.

Candidate variants and enhancers
selection and probe design

We collected 30 unique variants associated with susceptibility or

severity of SARS-CoV/SARS-CoV-2 infection from 21 papers (up to

29 November 2020), referred as “literature dataset”. In addition, we

downloaded COVID19-hg GWAS meta-analysis results (release 4)

produced by COVID-19 host genetics initiative (HGI) from https://

www.covid19hg.org/results/r4/, and 1420 unique variants were

selected that meet one of the following four requirements: 1)

variants with p < 1E-5 in “A1_ALL” group, that is, phenotype of

very severe respiratory confirmed covid vs. not hospitalized covid; 2)

variants with p < 1E-5 in “B1_ALL” group, that is, phenotype of

hospitalized covid vs. not hospitalized covid; 3) variants with p < 5E-

7 in any one of group; 4) variants with p < 1E-5 in any three of

groups except “A1_ALL” and “B1_ALL”. This was referred as “HGI

dataset”. Two variants were overlapped in the two datasets, resulting

in a total of 1448 unique variants collected.

IFNs play a central role in innate immunity against virus

infection (Zhang et al., 2020a; Bastard et al., 2020) and cell

receptors for virus are key determinant for viral entry (Hoffmann

et al., 2020a; Shang et al., 2020). Therefore, We collected 19 IFN-

pathway genes previously implicated in SARS-CoV/SARS-CoV-

2 susceptibility and severity (Hamano et al., 2005; He et al., 2006;

Ching et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2020a; Zhang et al., 2020b) as well

as 3 human cell receptors/co-receptors for SARS-CoV-2

(Hoffmann et al., 2020a; Hoffmann et al., 2020b; Zhou et al.,

2020b; Shang et al., 2020). A total of 25 potential enhancers for

these genes were obtained from GeneHancer database (GH

score > 1, Gene Association > 100) (Fishilevich et al., 2017).

RNA probes were designed to cover these variants and gene

enhancers. All the 25 enhancers and 1238 unique candidate

variants were covered, including 29 variants in the literature

dataset and 1211 variants in the HGI dataset (Supplementary

Tables S1–S3).

Targeted capture sequencing

Peripheral whole blood samples were collected from all

participants. Genomic DNAs were extracted from 1 ml of

peripheral whole blood, according to the manufacturer’s

instructions (QIAamp DNA blood kits). The quality of the

isolated genomic DNA was verified by the following two

methods: 1) the DNA degradation and contamination were

monitored in 1% agarose gels; and 2) the DNA concentration

was measured using a Qubit DNA Assay Kit and a Qubit

3.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies).

The targeted capture sequencing was conducted by iGeneTech

Bioscience Corporation (Beijing, China). Briefly, Human genomic

DNA was sheared to 150–200 bp by Bioruptor Pico (Diagenode).

Then end repair, dA-tailing, and adapter ligation were performed.

The ligation product was cleaned up and size-selected by using

Beckman Ampure XP Beads (Beckman). The purified ligated

product was amplified by using PCR. Then the library was in

solution hybrid with biotinylated RNA probes, captured with

Dynabeads MyOne Streptavidin T1 (Invitrogen), and amplified

with PCR. The library was quantified by Qubit and fragment-size

measured by Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer system before high-

throughput sequenced by NovaSeq.

Variant calling and genetic association
analysis

Raw reads were firstly quality trimmed with Trimmomatic

(Bolger et al., 2014). Clean reads were then aligned to the human

reference genome (hg38) using BWA algorithm (Li and Durbin,

2009). PCR duplicates were removed using samtools (Li et al., 2009),

and GATK software (McKenna et al., 2010) was used to call SNPs

and indels. The detected variants were finally saved as VCF files. Data

of autosomal biallelic variants for Han Chinese of 1000 Genomes

Project (Auton et al., 2015) were downloaded from https://www.

internationalgenome.org/. Genetic association analysis was

conducted using PLINK 1.9 software (Chang et al., 2015).

Statistical analysis

p-values comparing demographics severe and mild disease

groups were calculated by means of χ2 or Fisher exact test as

appropriate, except for p-value for age which was calculated

using student’s t test. Minor allele frequency (MAF) of variants

was compared between case and control groups using Fisher exact

test. Logistic regression analysis was also used to compute the

contributing variants to severity with adjusting age, sex and

comorbidities. Statistic power was calculated using G*Power

3 software (Faul et al., 2007). p < 0.05 was considered statistically

significant.

Results

Clinical features of the COVID-19 patients

A total of 241 COVID-19 patients were recruited, with

96 mild cases and 145 severe cases. Demographic and
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TABLE 1 Patient demographics by clinical phenotype.

Patients hospitalized with COVID-19, no.
(%)a

Characteristic Mild (N = 96) Severe (N = 145) p-value*

Age, median (IQR) 58 (50.5–66.5) 67 (59–74) <0.0001***
Male 45 (46.88) 81 (55.86) 0.17

Comorbidities 32 (35.45) 69 (50.83) 0.03*

Hypertension 23 (22.73) 48 (32.04) 0.13

Diabetes 9 (8.18) 28 (20.44) 0.04*

Cardiac disease 5 (4.55) 13 (8.84) 0.33

Chronic bronchitis 0 (0.91) 4 (2.76) 0.15

COPD 0 (0) 2 (1.1) 0.52

Chronic liver disease 3 (2.73) 3 (1.66) 0.68

Cancer 1 (0.91) 6 (3.31) 0.25

Cerebrovascular disease 1 (0.91) 11 (6.63) 0.03*

Presenting symptoms

Fever 71 (71.82) 106 (71.82) 0.88

Diarrhea 1 (1.82) 7 (4.42) 0.15

aData represent no. (%) of patients unless otherwise specified.

*p-values comparing severe and mild disease groups were calculated by means of χ2 or Fisher exact tests as appropriate, except for p-value for age which was calculated using student’s t test.
Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

FIGURE 1
Illustration of experimental design and analysis.
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phenotypic data are shown in Table 1. Comparing mild patients

with severe ones, the median age increased from 58 to 67 years

(p < 0.0001). In addition, we observed a greater percentage of

severe patients with comorbidities than mild patients (p = 0.03),

specifically with diabetes (p = 0.04) and cerebrovascular disease

(p = 0.03). This is in accordance with previous report that older

COVID-19 patients and those with comorbidities were more

likely to be severe in disease (Zhou et al., 2020a; Richardson et al.,

2020). Previous report also indicated that severe patients had a

greater percentage of male cases (Richardson et al., 2020).

However, no obvious sex difference was found between mild

and severe patients in our data (p = 0.17).

Targeted capture sequencing

The experimental design was illustrated in Figure 1. To

validate previously reported variants associated with COVID-

19 susceptibility and severity, we collected 30 unique variants

from 21 papers (referred as “literature dataset”) and selected

1420 unique variants from COVID-19 host genetics initiative

(HGI) release 4 (Initiative, 2020) (referred as “HGI dataset”).

Additionally, to identify regulatory variants associated with

COVID-19 susceptibility and severity in the enhancers of

previously reported associated genes, we collected 19 IFN-

pathway genes previously implicated in coronavirus

susceptibility and severity (Hamano et al., 2005; He et al.,

2006; Ching et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2020a; Zhang et al.,

2020b) as well as 3 human cell receptors/co-receptors for

SARS-CoV-2 (Hoffmann et al., 2020a; Hoffmann et al., 2020b;

Zhou et al., 2020b; Shang et al., 2020) and obtained 25 potential

enhancers for these genes from GeneHancer database

(Fishilevich et al., 2017) (referred as “enhancer dataset”).

A panel of RNA probes was designed to capture these variant

and enhancers, resulting in 1238 unique variants and all the

25 potential enhancers covered (Supplementary Tables S1–S3).

The 1238 unique variants included 29 variants in the literature

dataset and 1211 variants in the HGI dataset, with two variants

overlapped between the two datasets. Variants that fail to design

probes might be due to GC content, repetitive sequence, dimer or

secondary structure of probes.

The probe panel was used to targeted capture sequence the

241 COVID-19 patients. A median of 8.5 million raw reads were

obtained for each sample. After filtering, a median of 8.3 million

reads was kept as clean reads, with a median of average insert size

of 173 bp. The reads were mapped to hg38 genome. The median

mapping rate was 99.56%, with a median duplication rate of

27.47% (Supplementary Figure S1). Specifically, the median

number of target mapped reads was 4.5 million, with a

median target coverage rate of 99.57% and median target

mean depth of 1472× (Supplementary Figure S2).

Confirmation of genetic variants
associated susceptibility and severity

Out of the 1238 candidate variants in the panel, a total of

1006 variants in the panel were identified in the 241 COVID-19

patients, including 26 variants in the literature dataset and

982 variants in the HGI dataset.

Comparing 96 mild and 145 severe COVID-19 patients,

seven variants were confirmed to be significantly different in

minor allele frequency (MAF) (p < 0.05, Supplementary Table

S2), corresponding to four independent loci. The four lead

variants were shown in Table 2. Specifically, rs1799964 in the

promoter of inflammation-related gene TNF was found to be

associated with COVID-19 severity. CC genotype of this variant

has been reported to be associated with femoral head necrosis

after SARS-CoV infection (Wang et al., 2008). In addition,

rs2224986 and rs13062942 were still associated with COVID-

19 severity after adjusting age, sex and comorbidities on

regression analysis. Both variants had a significant difference

between hospitalized and non-hospitalized patients in the HGI

dataset.

When comparing all COVID-19 patients with ancestry-

matched general population from 1000 Genomes Project, we

TABLE 2 Independent lead variants that were confirmed between mild and severe cases.

SNP Position Allele
(major/
minor)

MAF (case/
control)

p OR (95%CI) Mapped
gene

Previous
study

Previous
study
phenotype

rs13062942 3:62951091 A/G 0.51/0.39 1.17E-
02

1.63 (1.12–2.35) Intron of
LINC00698

HGI Hospitalized covid vs. not hospitalized
covid

rs28373011 15:66669812 G/C 0.36/0.47 1.78E-
02

0.63 (0.43–0.91) Intron of
LINC01169

HGI Very severe respiratory confirmed
covid vs. not hospitalized covid

rs1799964 6:31574531 T/C 0.15/0.23 2.92E-
02

0.59 (0.37–0.93) Upstream
of TNF

PMID:
18312678

SARS cases with femoral head necrosis
vs. SARS cases without femoral head
necrosis

rs2224986 1:152712390 C/T 0.13/0.07 3.75E-
02

1.98 (1.04–3.75) Downstream of
LCE4A

HGI Hospitalized covid vs. not hospitalized
covid
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identified 39 significant variants (p < 0.05, Supplementary Table

S5), corresponding 10 independent loci. The independent lead

variants were shown in Table 3. Specifically, multiple genetic

variants in the ABO gene locus and 3p21.31 region have been

validated. In addition, the missense variant rs429358 in exon of

APOE gene, which has been reported to be associated with

COVID-19-positive in the UK Biobank data (Kuo et al.,

2020), was confirmed in Chinese population. As for the

confirmed variant rs1886814 in the intron of FOXP4-AS1

(forkhead box P4 antisense RNA 1), recent trans-ethnic

genome-wide association study of severe COVID-19 that

incorporated Chinese population and HGI results also

revealed a significant variant nearby, rs1853837 (Wu et al.,

2021), which is LD with rs1886814 (1000 Genomes Project

CHB, r2 = 0.68).

When comparing severe COVID-19 patients with ancestry-

matched general population from 1000 Genomes Project, we

identified 23 significant variants (p < 0.05, Supplementary Table

S6), corresponding 7 independent loci. The independent lead

variants were shown in Table 4. Again, multiple genetic variants

in the ABO gene locus and 3p21.31 region, rs429358 in exon of

APOE gene and rs1886814 in the intron of FOXP4-AS1 have been

validated. What’s more, rs9975538 in the intron of gene IFNAR2

was also confirmed. IFNAR2 gene, along with IFNAR1 encodes

type I interferon receptor, thus the rs9975538 might affect type I

interferon pathway.

TABLE 3 Independent lead variants that were confirmed between all COVID-19 patients and general population.

SNP Position Allele
(major/
minor)

MAF (case/
control)

p OR
(95%CI)

Mapped
gene

Previous
study

Previous
study
phenotype

rs1291122587 9:133270497 GA/G 0.26/0.59 6.68E-
24

0.24
(0.18–0.32)

Intron of ABO HGI Hospitalized covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23andMe (EUR)

Covid vs. population

Covid vs. population, leave out
23andMe (EUR)

rs429358 19:44908684 T/C 0.1/0 6.67E-
15

NA Missense of APOE PMID:
32451547

Positive COVID-19 patients vs.
participants negative or not tested

rs71327056 3:46348485 C/G 0.01/0.04 2.74E-
03

0.21
(0.07–0.64)

Intergenic of
UQCRC2P1-CCR2

HGI Very severe respiratory confirmed
covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23andMe (EUR)

rs9411475 9:133251881 T/C 0.33/0.26 1.08E-
02

1.46
(1.09–1.95)

Downstream of ABO HGI Covid vs. population

rs495828 9:133279294 G/T 0.28/0.2 1.27E-
02

1.49
(1.09–2.03)

Upstream of ABO HGI Hospitalized covid vs. population

Covid vs. lab/self-reported
negative

Covid vs. population

Very severe respiratory confirmed
covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23andMe (EUR)

rs10734222 11:14244913 G/A 0.18/0.24 2.19E-
02

0.68
(0.49–0.94)

Intron of SPON1 HGI Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23andMe (EUR)

rs1886814 6:41534945 A/C 0.45/0.37 2.55E-
02

1.36
(1.04–1.77)

Intron of
FOXP4-AS1

HGI Hospitalized covid vs. population

rs973579 19:48738719 A/G 0/0.02 2.88E-
02

0.12
(0.02–1.01)

Upstream of RASIP1 HGI Covid vs. lab/self-reported
negative

rs74609750 21:33896073 C/A 0.3/0.23 2.93E-
02

1.40
(1.04–1.89)

3′ UTR of ITSN1 HGI Covid vs. population

rs898467998 9:133260743 G/A 0.27/0.34 3.58E-
02

0.74
(0.55–0.98)

Intron of ABO HGI Covid vs. lab/self-reported
negative

Covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population
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In total, 49 unique variants were confirmed to be associated

with susceptibility or severity of COVID-19 (p < 0.05),

corresponding 18 independent loci. It is worth noting that, for

the confirmed variants, the phenotypes of the cases and controls

were highly consistent between our study and previous reports,

and the confirmed variants identified between mild and severe

patients were quite different from those identified between

patients and general population, suggesting the genetic basis

of susceptibility and severity of SARS-CoV-2 infection might be

quite different.

Identification of associated genetic
variants in the enhancers of key genes

Previous candidate gene study of genetic association with

COVID-19 mainly focused on the exon region of important

genes (Zhang et al., 2020a; Novelli et al., 2020). However,

regulatory regions, particularly enhancers, play a vital role in

gene expression and may affect disease susceptibility and severity

when misfunction (Claringbould and Zaugg, 2021). To

investigate the role of enhancer variants of key genes in

COVID-19, we also included 25 enhancers of 16 IFN-pathway

genes and 3 SARS-CoV-2 receptor/co-receptor genes in the

probe panel. These enhancers were predicted by GeneHancer

database. Genetic association analysis was conducted between

mild and severe COVID-19 patients, between all COVID-19

patients and ancestry-matched general population from

1000 Genomes Project, or between severe COVID-19 patients

and ancestry-matched general population from 1000 Genomes

Project.

In total, we identified 67 variants in the enhancer region of

the panel that were associated with susceptibility or severity of

COVID-19, relating to 12 enhancers of 11 genes (p < 0.05,

Supplementary Tables S7–S9). Further annotation by

RegulomeDB database filtered out five potential regulatory

variants for broad-spectrum antiviral gene IFITM3 and one

for SARS-CoV-2 co-receptor gene TMPRSS2 (probability

score > 0.8, Table 5). Specifically, among the six variants,

GTEx revealed two variants affecting the expression of

IFITM3, that is, T allele of rs11246060 in the enhancer of

IFITM3, which protected COVID-19 patients from severe

TABLE 4 Independent lead variants that were confirmed between severe COVID-19 patients and general population.

SNP Position Allele
(major/
minor)

MAF (case/
control)

p OR
(95%CI)

Mapped
gene

Previous
study

Previous
study
phenotype

rs1291122587 9:133270497 GA/G 0.26/0.59 7.02E-
18

0.24
(0.18–0.34)

Intron of ABO HGI Hospitalized covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23 and Me (EUR)

Covid vs. population

Covid vs. population, leave out
23 and Me (EUR)

rs8111981 19:977763 G/A 0.28/0.35 3.37E-
02

0.70
(0.50–0.97)

Downstream of
ARID3A

HGI Very severe respiratory confirmed
covid vs. population

rs9975538 21:33254549 C/T 0.29/0.37 4.37E-
02

0.71
(0.52–0.98)

Intron of IFNAR2 HGI Very severe respiratory confirmed
covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23 and Me (EUR)

rs429358 19:44908684 T/C 0.11/0 4.29E-
14

NA Missense of APOE PMID:
32451547

Positive COVID-19 patients vs.
participants negative or not tested

rs10734222 11:14244913 G/A 0.17/0.24 1.19E-
02

0.61
(0.42–0.90)

Intron of SPON1 HGI Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23 and Me (EUR)

rs59492037 6:4571951 A/G 0.27/0.35 2.63E-
02

0.68
(0.49–0.95)

Intron of
AL162718.1

HGI Very severe respiratory confirmed
covid vs. not hospitalized covid

rs4302292 21:33919239 G/A 0.31/0.23 3.07E-
02

1.47
(1.05–2.05)

Upstream of
ATP5PO

HGI Covid vs. population

rs71327056 3:46348485 C/G 0.01/0.04 3.12E-
02

0.27
(0.08–0.92)

Intergenic of
UQCRC2P1-CCR2

HGI Very severe respiratory confirmed
covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population

Hospitalized covid vs. population,
leave out 23 and Me (EUR)

rs1886814 6:41534945 A/C 0.45/0.37 3.60E-
02

1.39
(1.03–1.88)

Intron of
FOXP4-AS1

HGI Hospitalized covid vs. population
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outcomes when comparing mild and severe patients (p = 2.38E-2,

OR = 0.39, 95% CI = 0.17–0.89), was associated with increased

expression of IFITM3 in whole blood (p = 1.72E-10), while T

allele of rs28655829 in the enhancer of IFITM3, which increased

the risk of severity when comparing mild and severe patients (p =

2.38E-2, OR = 0.39, 95% CI = 0.17–0.89), was associated with

decreased expression of IFITM3 in cultured fibroblasts (p =

7.55E-8). This indicated that these variants might confer

genetic risk or protection by affecting the gene expression and

highlighted the importance of IFITM3 gene in the defense of

SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Discussion

In this study, out of 1238 variant previously reported to be

association with susceptibility and severity of COVID-19, we

confirmed 49 variants, corresponding to 18 independent loci,

including 3p21.31 locus, ABO, IFNAR2, TNF, APOE, and

FOXP4-AS1 gene.

3p21.31 locus has been identified as a risk factor by GWAS

studies of Italian and Spanish (Ellinghaus et al., 2020), British

(Wang et al., 2008), Americans (Shelton et al., 2021), and meta-

GWAS study of HGI (Initiative, 2021). However, most

participants of the studies are Europeans and the major

genetic risk factor in 3p21.31 for severe COVID-19 is

proposed to be inherited from Neanderthals (Zeberg and

Pääbo, 2020), which is almost absent in East Asians. In

accordance, previous COVID-19 GWAS study of Chinese

population was unable to replicate the locus (Wang et al.,

2020; Wu et al., 2021). In our study, consistent with the low

frequency of the previously reported lead variant rs11385942 in

3p21.31, only one individual was identified to harbor this variant.

This individual had severe COVID-19, which might be due to the

risk variant rs11385942. On the other hand, we confirmed

another variant in 3p21.31, rs71327056, which is an intergenic

variant between UQCRC2P1 and CCR2 genes and is not linkage

disequilibrium (LD) with rs11385942 (Ellinghaus et al., 2020)

(1000 Genomes Project CEU, r2 = 0.19), suggesting there might

be more than one independent variant in 3p21.31 contribution to

COVID-19 susceptibility and severity. Notably, the minor allele

G of rs71317056 was found to increase severity in HGI

release4 where most of individuals were Europeans while our

study revealed that the minor allele of rs71317056 effected

oppositely in Chinese population (Tables 3, 4). We speculated

this might due to the interaction with another risk haplotype

which Europeans inherited from Neanderthals but was absent in

Asians. In addition, rs71317056 is in LD with rs35943069

(1000 Genomes Project CEU, r2 = 1; CHB, r2 = 1), which

resides in a potentially enhancer region that is annotated by

GeneHancer (Fishilevich et al., 2017). The minor allele is

associated with increased CCR1 gene expression in cultured

fibroblasts (GTEx V8, Supplementary Table S10)

(Consortium, 2020), suggesting that it might function through

expression regulation of CCR1, receptor for a C-C type

chemokine which play an important role in immune system

against viral infection (Zlotnik and Yoshie, 2012).

The ABO locus has also been revealed to be associated with

COVID-19 severity (Ellinghaus et al., 2020). However, the

previously reported lead variant rs657152 had no significant

difference in allele frequency between cases and controls of

our study. Instead, we confirmed several other variants in the

ABO locus when comparing all COVID-19 cases with general

Chinese population. Specifically, one of the lead variants,

TABLE 5 Significant enhancer variants that were associated with susceptibility and severity of COVID-19 and predicted regulatory by RegulomeDB.

Enhancer Gene SNP Position Allele
(major/
minor)

MAF (case/
control)

p OR
(95%CI)

Phenotype RegulomeDB
probability

11:304431-
322801

IFITM3 rs11246060 11:306877 C/T 0.03/0.08 2.38E-
02

0.39
(0.17–0.89)

Severe covid vs.
mild covid

0.9224

11:304431-
322801

IFITM3 rs11246060 11:306877 C/T 0.05/0.03 4.27E-
02

2.13
(1.04–4.37)

All covid vs.
population

0.9224

11:304431-
322801

IFITM3 rs79196191 11:316475 G/T 0.07/0.03 8.33E-
03

2.43
(1.24–4.78)

All covid vs.
population

0.99633

11:304431-
322801

IFITM3 rs79196191 11:316475 G/T 0.08/0.03 2.52E-
03

2.94
(1.44–6.01)

Severe covid vs.
population

0.99633

11:304431-
322801

IFITM3 rs28655829 11:320166 C/T 0.05/0.01 3.44E-
02

4.82
(1.08–21.45)

Severe covid vs.
mild covid

0.8658

11:304431-
322801

IFITM3 rs1248936100 11:321074 T/TG 0.03/0.08 1.52E-
02

0.33
(0.14–0.81)

Severe covid vs.
mild covid

0.9975

11:324001-
331788

IFITM3 rs10902125 11:329951 A/G 0.04/0.01 3.42E-
02

4.46
(0.99–19.98)

Severe covid vs.
mild covid

0.96307

21:41496486-
41511100

TMPRSS2 rs1440999733 21:41501641 C/A 0/0.02 2.47E-
02

0.00
(0.00-NaN)

Severe covid vs.
mild covid

0.85643
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rs34357864 was also been confirmed when comparing severe

COVID-19 cases with general Chinese population. Similar to our

study, HGI data revealed that this variant was significant when

either all COVID-19 patients or hospitalized COVID-19 patients

compared with general population, suggesting this is a variant

associated with susceptibility.

The T allele of rs9975538 in the intron of gene IFNAR2 had a

lower frequency in severe COVID-19 patients compared with

general Chinese population, consistent with results of HGI

release 4 comparing either very severe respiratory confirmed

COVID-19 patients or hospitalized COVID-19 patients with

general population. rs9975538 was also in LD with rs2236757

(1000 Genomes Project CEU, r2 = 0.75; CHB, r2 = 1), the

previously reported variant that was associated with critical

illness of COVID-19 (Pairo-Castineira et al., 2021). Notably,

the T allele of rs9975538 increased the expression of IFNAR2 and

IL10RB in lung (GTEx V8, p = 1.09E-5, p = 1.99E-5 respectively).

As IFNAR2 and IL10RB are type I and III IFN receptor

respectively, this variant might confer protection by increasing

IFN receptor expression and thus upregulating the antiviral

activity of IFN pathway. In addition, IFNAR2 play a vital role

in multiple sclerosis, a chronic autoimmune disorder

characterized by inflammation of the central nervous system,

demyelination and axonal damage (Gilli et al., 2008; Órpez-Zafra

et al., 2017). This leads to a hypothesis that COVID-19 patients

harboring IFNAR2 rs9975538 variant might be more likely to

develop neurological disorders (Douaud et al., 2022; Lee et al.,

2022), possibly though neuroinflammatory pathways.

Rs1799964, which is located upstream of TNF gene, was

found to be associated with disease severity, with C allele being

associated with mild phenotype. TNF is multifunctional

proinflammatory cytokine and plays a key role in regulating

the immunological response to infections (Waters et al., 2013).

The C allele of rs1799964 was associated with increased

expression of TNF than T allele (Nourian et al., 2017) and

increased lymphocyte counts (Chen et al., 2020), which might

protect the body from severe disease.

APOE gene polymorphisms have been reported to be associated

with susceptibility or severity of COVID-19 in British, Czech,

Spanish, Finnish and Kurdish population (Kuo et al., 2020; Al-Jaf

et al., 2021; Del Ser et al., 2021; Hubacek et al., 2021; Kurki et al.,

2021). Consistent with above findings, we revealed an association of

APOE variant rs429358 with susceptibility to COVID-19 in Chinese

population. Given that APOE is associated with Alzheimer’s and

cardiovascular diseases and type 2 diabetes (Liu et al., 2013; Mahley,

2016; Liu et al., 2019), comorbidities that are related to COVID-19

susceptibility and severity, the effect of the APOE variant on

COVID-19 could be indirect. Meanwhile, recent researches

indicated that APOE might also affect SARS-CoV-2 infection

directly by interacting with ACE2 inhibiting SARS-CoV-2 cellular

entry (Zhang et al., 2022), regulating cellular cholesterol homeostasis

(Gao et al., 2022) and modulating antiviral immunity (Ostendorf

et al., 2022). Notably, another variant that determines APOE

isoforms, rs7412, did not pass the significant threshold, probably

because this variant mainly contributes to APOE ε2 isoform while

COVID-19 is more associated with APOE ε4 isoform (Kuo et al.,

2020; Al-Jaf et al., 2021; Del Ser et al., 2021; Hubacek et al., 2021;

Kurki et al., 2021).

Rs1886814 in the intron of the lncRNA FOXP4-AS1 was

found to be associated with disease susceptibility when

comparing all COVID-19 patients or severe COVID-19

patients with general Chinese population. In HGI release

4 datasets, it is associated with COVID-19 hospitalization

when comparing with general population. Recent trans-ethnic

genome-wide association study of severe COVID-19 that

incorporated Chinese population and HGI results revealed

another significant variant in the intron of FOXP4-AS1,

rs1853837, which is LD with rs1886814 in Chinese population

(1000 Genomes Project CHB, r2 = 0.68) (Wu et al., 2021). The

risk allele C of rs1886814 is an eQTL in positive association with

the expression of FOXP4 in lung (GETx V8, p = 3.28E-6)

(Consortium, 2020). FOXP4 is a transcription factor expressed

in both thymocytes and peripheral CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and is

necessary for normal T cell cytokine recall responses to antigen

following pathogenic infection (Wiehagen et al., 2012).

We noted that the overall confirmation rate was not high,

possibly due to different population structure and limited sample

size of our study. The statistic power was provided in

Supplementary Figure S3. On the other hand, it is worth

noting that for the validated variants, the phenotypes of cases

and controls were highly coordinated in our study and original

study. All variants validated in our mild and severe group were

specific to be identified in previous association study of severity,

that is, when comparing hospitalized or very severe respiratory

confirmed COVID-19 patients with not hospitalized ones. Nearly

all variants validated in the COVID-19 patients and general

Chinese population group were specific to be identified in

previous association study of susceptibility, that is, comparing

COVID-19 patients with general population. The remarkable

specificity suggested that susceptibility and severity might have

different genetic basis and also indicated the accuracy of our

study.

In addition, we also identified 67 variants in the 12 regulatory

regions of 11 candidate genes associated with susceptibility or

severity of COVID-19, which have not been reported before.

Further annotation by RegulomeDB and GTEx database revealed

two variants affected the expression of IFITM3 and conferred

genetic risk and protection respectively. IFITM3 gene encodes a

transmembrane protein that could be induced by interferons and

function as a broad-spectrum antiviral effector molecule by

directly limiting cellular entry of a number of pathogenic

viruses, including influenza A virus, West Nile virus, dengue

virus, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 (Diamond and Farzan, 2013;

Shi et al., 2021). Moreover, rs12252 variant in the gene has been

found to be associated with COVID-19 severity (Zhang et al.,

2020b; Alghamdi et al., 2021; Gómez et al., 2021). Our results
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indicated that, in addition to genetic variants, enhancer variants

of IFITM3 might confer genetic risk or protection by affecting

gene expression as well. Though larger cohort studies are needed

to confirm these genetic associations, our data presented here

also highlighted the important role of IFITM3 in host defense

against SARS-CoV-2.

In conclusion, we confirmed a list of previously reported

variants associated with susceptibility and severity of COVID-19,

and identified several enhancer variants potentially regulating

expression of genes associated with COVID-19. Though larger

cohort studies and further experiments are needed to confirm

these genetic associations and explore the molecular mechanism,

elucidation of host genetic factors contributing to susceptibility

to severe infection will provide the opportunity for clinical risk

profiling of patients with COVID-19, mechanistic understanding

of the underlying pathophysiology and further identification of

potential therapeutic targets.
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